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A Study of the Microorganisms in the Air of Leningrad

by A.A. Adamova and M.A. Krivetskaya V41-

Translated from Sovetskiy Vrachebnyy Zhurnal, 17: 899-904, 1939, by
SFV Eldon E. Ewing, Technical Library, Tochnical Information Division

The air of large cities and industrial centers, as investigations
have shown, contains a significant amount of solid and gaseous admixtures
and microbes; according to the authors the latter enter the air chiefly
from the soil.

In our woek, which is here described, we set as our goal the deter-
mination of'the number and character of the microorganisms in the air
of Leningrad, in its different districts: in the dustier districts
near factories and train stations and in the least dusty districts in
a zone of vegetation, and for comparison, within the installations.
The work was done in 1938. -

Regarding the methods of studying the microorganisms of the air,
it should be stated that their selection is just as difficult as is
the determination of the atmospheric dust, because there is absolutely
no exact method for determining their actual amount in a unit volume
of air. We used the following three methods of investigation in our
work: a) Koch's precipitation method b) D'yakonov's method, in which
one studys the quantity of microbes in a definite volume of air that is
drawn through a cylinder containing a liquid absorbent and beads; c)
investigation of the microflora in freshly fallen snow.

The investigation by the first method is conducted as follows;
Sterile Petri dishes of identical size (with a surface area of approx.
100 square centimeters) and containing agar on broth are set out in the
survey area for 5 minutes; then they are closed and kept in an incu-
bator at 370C for a period of 48 hours, after which there is a calcu-
lation of the colonies that gives a representation of the amount of
microorganisms that have settled on a surface of 100 square centimeters
(cm2 ) with an exposure of 5 minutes.

The D 'yakonov method was used in the following form: we poured
100 cm3 of a physiological solution into and placed several layers of
glass beads on the bottom of a Drexel cylinder, through the top of
which runs a short and a long tube. The glassware, thus prepared,
together with the absorbent and the beads, was sterilized by steat
under presure and transported to the place of the investigation
where it was then utilized.
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The air was drawn in with a hand-operated piston pump, which was
connected to the short tube of the Drexel cylinder so that a suction
of air occurred through the cylinder's long tube, which reaches almost
to its bottom, With this, after every stroke of the piston and the
passage of the air tbrough the physiological solution the cylinder was
shaken so as to disintegrate the dust particles, by the action of the
beads, and to liberate their accumulations of qicroorganisms.

Hany authors note that in dust particles there exist microbic
acoumlations each of which will produce one colony in a culture and
will be considered as one microbic cell; the crushing of the dust
particles leads to their separation and to the release of the microbes
and, consequently to an increase in the number of colonies growing
after culture. This is the basis for the use of the beads in the
Dtyakonov method. After drawing 20 liters (1.) of air through the
Drexel cylinder the absorbent was cultured on a series of dishes con-
taining meat-peptone agar, whereupon the cylinder was shaken again prior
to the culture. The dishes, as in the first case, were kept in an incu-
bator 48 hours at 370C, after which we calculated the quantity of
microbes for 1 cubic meter (W3 ) of air. We used both methods at the
own point sinultaneously, during which the exposure of the open Petri
dishes and the aspiration of the air were made at the level of the
respiration sone.

For the investigation of the snow we collected it during a snow
fall (at all points simultaneously) into sterile glassware from which
we cultured the melted water onto apr and kept it in an incubator
as described above; after counting the colonies we computed their number
for 1 cm3 of melted water.

Concerning the selection of a place for an investigation, we
marked the points both withthe greatest amount of solid atmospheric
contaminants (at the points of the most smoke and street traffic) and
with the least contamination - in a vegetational zone.

These points are as follows: 1) near an industrial plant;
2) near a second industrial plant; 3) near the Moscow station;
4) near a factory; 5) the city center - Lassal Square; 6) a garden-
the yard at the hospital in. (in name of) Erismanj 7) Sosnovka; 8)
Central ParV of Culture and Rest on the Kirovskiy Islands; 9) and
for comparison - within an installation - in a Iboratory where several
people work. The snow was collected at only 5 points.

As a result of the study of the microflora of freshly fallen snow
we received the following data: (see table)

from the presented figures it is evident that the greatest quantity
of microbes was detected near the plants and the train station, where
the1e is a great amount of boit vehicular and pedestrian traffic and
whore, according to our investigations, the largest amount of dust was
found. The least amount of microbes was shown on the Kirovakiy Islands,
in the Central Park of Culture and Rest. Atmospheric precipitations,
*sow in particular, absorb the dust particles suspended in the air and
the microorganisms emplanted on them. It is possible to make a comparative
evaluation of the contamination of the air at various points of the city
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by the number of these microorganisms.

We have a very scanty material for comparison of our findings with
the results of snow investigations by other authors, because such works
are too few. Shelk detected 4-6 bacteria per cam in glacial snow col-
lected at an altitude of 2,000 meters; Yanovskiy, in investigating the
stow in Kiev in 1888, found from 2 to 463 colonies per cm3 ; Gorovits -
Vlasova, in 1928-1927 in Dnepropetrovsk, detected from 120 to 260
colonies per cm of freshly fallen snow, and from 155 to 2,690 colonies
in snow that had lain for 2-3 days. By comparing our results with the
cited data we comw to the conclusion that the number of microorganisms

* in the air of Leningrad is greater than the number that was in the air
of Kiev in 1888 and in Drepropetrovsk in 1927, which can be completely
explained both by the more developed street traffic and by the greater
number of population as well as by the significantly increased number
of factories.

In regards to the microbes in the snow, we attempted to determine
the relationship between the quantity of microbes and the temperature
of the air; with this, it proved that with collections of snow made
at the same place at temperatures of -100C, -40C, and -2 0 C there was
no decrease in their number at the lower temperatures. Concerning the
species of microbic flora in the snow, we found the following: 1)
pigmentary and non-pigmentary cocci and sarcinae; 2) sporogenic sapro-
phytic bacilli (B.Oubtilis, B.mesentericus, B.megateriua, B.mycoides);
3) molds (Asperil raducor mucedoT.

With the use of the precipitation and air-aspiration methods in
the different points of the city, we established that the amount of
microbes increasep from the winter to the spring months, with the max-
imal number in Hay, which completely confirms the connection of the
bacterial flora of the air to the dust (soil).

In addition, the number of atmospheric precipitations in the
period preceding the days of the investigation and the velocity of
the wind undoubtedly exerted an influence; thus, in the first half
of •ay, when the majority of May's investigations we e made, there
was a comparatively small number of precipitations L6 mm (?see text)
for the first ten days] and the wind on the days of the investigation
reached 7 -6 -4 a. At the end of May (no investigations) and in June
the number of precipitations increased significantly; the investiga-
tions in June were conducted with a comparatively moist soil and a
higher relative humidity, and the number of microorganisms decreased
in June at the majority of the points: a decrease of colonies, as
compared with Hay, was also observed in September. Unfortunately, we
conducted no investigations in July and August. It is necessary to
indicate that in the process of the investigation we observed an !L-refse
in the number of microbes at the same point with an increase of traffic;
in September with open Petri dishes were conducted near a factory on
holidays, when a large crowd of people were on the street,and this pro-
duced a sharp increase in the colonies. It is interesting to note that
microbes in the air also precipitate with fog droplets: in our investi-
gations in the spring months, on the Kirovskiy islands, we sometimes
observed a low fog, whereupon its droplets precipitated onto the agar;
in those areas of the dish we observed a solid growth of microbes and an



increased number of then as compared with the clear days.

for a comparison of the quaitity of microbes in the atmospheric
air and in an imner setting, we conducted parallel investigations in
a work room - a laboratory where several persons were employed; the
figures resulting from the investiation by the prjlcipitation method
were asier in the majority of cases than in the 11taospheric air, wirl
the exOeption of some experiments in parks. Such results seen to con-
tradict the established fact that there are more microbes ir the air of
installations than in the air outside; and, actually, in the determina-
tion of the bacterial flora by means of air aspiration, we always found
aore microbes/i 3 in the laboratory than in the air outside; their
decreased number in the precipitation method is related to the fact
that in a room there is evidently a finer dust and its precipitation
is delayed; as a result of this, more dust, and the microbes contained
with it, will settle in 5 minutes on the same surface area outside than
in an installation.

Concerning the quantity of colonies received with the D'yakonov
method, it should be noted that here, too, there is an increase noted
in their number in the spring months; there is no strict parallelism
between the amount of the precipitating microbes and the microbes that
are in an unit volume of air, and this can hardly be expected, consider-
ing that in an investigation by the D.'yakonov method the dust particles
are crushed and the microbic accumulations are broken up, whereas only
the larger dust particles with their contained microbes will be able
to precipitate onto the open dishes during the comparatively short
period of time. For this very reason we can never adhere to the opinion
held by Omelyanskiy, who considers that approx. as meany microbes as there
are contained in 10 1. of air will precipitate on a dish's surface area
at 100 cm2 in five minutes; our findings sonflict sharply with this
opinion.

Transferring to an evaluation of the methods that we used, let us
point out the followings the investigation of the bacterial flora in
freshly fallen snow can serve as a relative method for a comparative
evaluation of the degree of air contamination at different point- of
a populated area, with a simultaneous collection of samples. Concern-
ing the precipitation method, it entices with its simplicity, but gives
doubly approximate figpr-s, which are dependent, evidently, on the type
and sizes of the dust particles and air currents that are formed in the
air; using the precipitation anthod with two identical dishes at the
sam time, at the same point, at the same level and situated 35-40 cm
from each other, we never observed the same number of colonies: the
difference in the number of colonies was sufficiently significant.

The method oC" determining the microbes in aa unit volume of air by
its aspiration should be considered the most precise. It gives no large
fluctuations in the quantity of microbes in a simultaneous investigation,
with the use of similar equipment and at the same rate of aspiration.

The D'yakonov accessory for broaking up the dust particles and
accumulation@ of microbes is fully expedient.
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Conclusions

1. The number of microorganisms in the outside air, as well as
the amount of solid and gaseous admixtures in it, can serve as an indi-
-'ator of the degree of contaminat ion at different points of a populated
area.

2. In view of the fact that the chief source for the contamination
of the air with microbes is the soil, the number of microbes in the air
in the same populated area depends on the number of atmospheric pre-
cipitations, the degree of moisture in the soil, the growth of street
traffic, and the velocity and direction of the wind.

3. The greatest number of microorganisams/ 3 of Leningrad's air
(55-64 thousand) was detected during the most significant wind and
at the points of the most street traffic near the factories and the
train station; in a vegetational zone the air contains a significantly
smaller number of microbes (10-35 thousand).

4. A determination of the number of microorganisms in the air of
an installation, which was conducted in parallel with the investigation
of the atmospheric air, showed that there are many more microorganisms/
z3 than there are outside; there are fewer precipitated onto Petri
dishes in 5 minutes in a room than occurs outside, which can be explain-
ed by the fact that the room's dust is finer, settles slower and carries
with it fewer microbes during a short interval of time.

5. The air is contaminated by the soil microbes that are osoo
resistant to drying and ultraviolet radiation; we detected micrococci
and sarcinae, saprophytic sporogenic baeilli of mold and yeast.

6. The determination of the air's picroflora by the precipitation
method is extremely simple, but it gives only approximate data and can
be used for an investigation in different points ontywith the condi-
tion that there is a simultaneous analysis and a hoaieity of the dust.

7. The method of determining the microbes in aspired air should be
recognized as the more precise, particularly the supplement proposed by
D'yakonov with which there is a crushing of dust particles and a break-
down of the microbic accumulations.

8. Concerning the method for the study of the microorganisms by
the investigation of snow, it can give comparative indicators of the
degree of contmination at different points, with the condition that
there is a simultaneous collection of freshly fallen snow.
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The number of microorganiams/cs 3 of selted snow water.

- -- -- -- -- ------------------ --------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -----

Place where snow In februarZ In Karch
w an oolleo•te Nx. Nin. Average of Max. KIn. Average of

all tests. all test.

1. lear a factory 860 80 460 1200 120 506.6

2. 2nd factory - - - 1000 30 443.312.

3. leer the Moscow train 80o 100 450 600 80 379.0
stat ioa

4. Yard at Iris&An losp. 500 20 260 600 18 109.0

5. Oeatral Park 160 10 50 t0o 9 43.9
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